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ITecTOB A.Ii. E2-97-345 
0 KOHQenum1 cmma 

O6oCHOBbIBaeTCH, 'ITO cnttH HBnHeTCH IlOHHTHeM, onpe.uen»eMblM rpynnoii BHYJ'
peHHett CHMMeTp1m, TecHo ca»3aHHoii co CTPYKTypoii npocTPaHcTBa-apeMeHtt. Tipe.u
no)KeHo ypaBHeHIIe, OilHCbIBaIOmee tiaCTHUY co cnttHOM nonOBHHa. B 3THX paMKax 
noKa3aHO, 'ITO cnttH 3neKTpoHa npOHBn»eTCH KaK KBaHTOBOe 'IHCno H 'ITO ypaBHeHtte 
,[{ttpaKa onttchrnaeT caoiicrna qacrnu c npoeKutteii cnttHa ± h / 2. B npornaoaec 
3TOMY Mb! Bbl,!lBttraeM npe.unono)KeHtte, 'ITO CnHH KBapKa He HBnHeTCH KBaHTOBhlM 
'IHCnOM H Il03TOMY ,!lOR)KeH paccMaTpttBaTbCH KaK HCTO'IHHK Hea6eneaa Kantt6pOBO'I
HOro non». ITptttIHHa 3TOro B TOM, 'ITO KBapK H 3neKTpOH OTnH'laIOTCH .upyr OT .upyra 
C cpH3tt'leCKOH, reoMeTptttieCKOH H TeopeTHKo-rpynnOBOH TO'leK 3peHHH. 11MeHHO 
3TO HBnHeTCH rny6oKOH nptttIHHOH ,!lnH IlOHHMaHHH KBapK-nenTOHHOH CHMMeTpHH 
H TaKOro Ba)KHOro HBneHHH KaK KOHcpattHMeHT. 

Pa6orn BhmonHeHa a J1a6opaTOptttt TeopeTtttiecKoii cptt3HKH HM.H.H.Eoron1060-
aa mum. 

TipenpHHT 061,e11nnennoro HHCTHT)'l'a i111epHbIX HCCJie/lOBaHHii. Jly6na, 1997 

Pestov LB. E2-97-345 
On the Concept of Spin 

It is substantiated that spin is a notion associated with the group of internal 
symmetry that is tightly connected with the geometrical structure of spacetime. 
The wave equation for the description of a particle with spin one half is proposed. 
On this ground it is shown that the spin of electron is exhibited through the quantum 
number and accordingly the Dirac equation describes properties of particles 
with the projection of spin± h/2. On the contrary, we put forward the conjecture 
that the spin of the quark cannot be considered as a quantum number, but only 
as an origin of a non-abelian gauge field. The reason is that the quark and electron 
from physical, geometrical and group-theoretical points of view differ from each 
other. It is a deep reason for understanding quark-lepton symmetry and such 
important phenomena as quark confinement. 

. The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory 
of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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1 Introduction 

This report is devoted to the new approach to the problem 
of theoretical. description of the particle with spiJ?: one half 
and especially in the context of the theory of leptons and 
quarks. As it is well known, spin is a fundamental notion of 
modern physics and its meaning has tendency to grow with 
time. But what stands out is the absence of spin one half 
operators Si, S2, S3 with the properties 

[Si, Sj] = ieijksk 

2 2 2 2 3 S1 + S2 + S3 = S = 4 = s(s + l) 

[H, Si]= 0, 

(2) 

(3) 

in the Dirac theory of electron, where H is the Hamiltonian 
proposed by the Dirac. As a consequence of nonvalidity of 
the last relation in the framework of the Dirac theory the 
corresponding tensor of spin angular momentum is not con
se~ved. Description of the spin in the framework of the Poin
care group is not satisfactory because by this method we can 
derive important information on the state of a field that cor
responds to a particle in question but not on its internal 
property such as spin is. In view of this, for the descrip
tion of a particle with spin one half, a new wave equation is 
proposed below which verifies that equations (1 ),(2),(3) are 
fulfilled. 



2 On the wave equation for a particle 
with spin one half 

Qu:r proposal is the following system of equations for the 
description of particles with spin 1/2 · 

with 

pi'l/Ji = ~e 'lj;, ( 4) 

. k l me 
Pi'l/Jj..:.. Pj'l/Ji - WijklP 'lj; = -y;'l/Jji, 

. me 
Pi'l/Jii -·Pi'l/J = -y;'l/Ji· 

Pi= v'i - (ie/1ie)Ai, 

(5) 

(6) 

where Ai is the vector potential of an electromagnetic field, 
v' i is the covariant derivative with respect to the Levi- Ci vita 
connection 

. 1 ., . 
rjk = 2l (Bjgkz .+ akgjz - awjk), 

'lj; is a scalar field, 'l/Ji is a ve'ctor field and 'l/Jij is a s~lf-dual 
bivector 

· 1 ·· · kl ·· -
i'l/Jij = 

2
eijkl'l/J . = 'l/Jij · · 

Completely antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor eijkl is normal
ized as follows eo123 = J=g, where g is the determinant of 
the,metric tensor. Thus, the wave function 

'11 = ( 'lj;' 'I/Ji' 'l/Jij) 

has eight components. We consider the general case of 
curved spacetime with metric ds2 = gijdxidxi since in our ap
proach its geometrical properties are tightly connected with 
the concept of spin as a fundamental quantum number. 
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Spin one half group is the symmetry group of the wave 
equation and it is defined as follows 

1 .. 
'ljJ =} 1' = --L.Jij'l/JZJ 

4 

' 1 k l k 
'l/Jij ⇒ 'lj;ij = 2Llik'l/Ji - 2Lijk'l/Ji + Llij'l/J, 

'l/J{ ⇒ 'l/J' = Llik'l/Jk' 

where Eij is a self-dual bivector,.iEij = (l/2)eijklLikl = tij• 
It is easy to recognize the origin of this group of transforma
tions when the equations of.second order are derived from 
the' ( 4),(5),(6). These eqs. are of the form 

2 2 · • i m e ie k 
(P Pi+~ )'l/Ji = 1ie Hik'l/J , 

2 2 · 

(PiP.- me )nl, = ..!!!:_H· nt,ik 
i + t,,2 'f' 41ie Jk 'f' ' 

2 2 · . . · . 

(pin m .e )nl, ie (H 'nf,l H nl,l) ie ' 
0

nl, 
ri + ~ 'f'jk = 21ie jl'f'k - kl'f'j - fie Hjk'f", 

where Hjk = Fjk - iFjk, Fij = aiAj - ajAi is the bivec:;tor 
of the electromagnetic field. 

However, the transformations of the spin one half group 
act in the space of solutions of the wave equation only under 
the condition 

v'iL.ijk = 0. (7) 
This equation is very important because it connects the 
spin with the geometrical structure of spacetime. In the 
flat spacetime with Minkowski metric equation (7) has 
three linear indepenqent solutions which define the opera
tors S1, S2, S3 with the necessary properties 

[ ] · 2 2 2 3 [] Si, Sj = ieijksk, S1 + S2 + S3 = 4' H, Si = 0, 

3 



where H is the Hamiltonian of the wave equation in ques
tion. Thus, in the Minkowski spacetime the spin one half 
symmetry can be considered as global and we have no non
formal reason to introduce the gauge field corresponding to 
this symmetry in spite of the fact that it is internal. 

Let \J! ± be the wave functions that satisfy the equations 

1 . 
83\J!± = 2\]!±· 

It can be shown that \]! + ( or \J! _ ) is equivalent to the Dirac 
wave Junction in the sense that wave equation for \J! + is 
~quivalent to the Dirac equation. · So, the Dirac equation 
describes properties of particles with the projection of spin 
'±t Now it is dear why the tensor of spin angular momen
tum is not conserved in the Dirac theory. 

3 On the wave equation for quarks 

;Equ~tion (7) has no solutions in the spacetime of constant 
curvature. This follows from the integrability conditions of 
this equation and the main property of spacetime manifolds 
of that kind. Thus, in the spacetime of constant curvature 
the spin one half group can be realized only as a group of 
local symmetry. It means that in the case in question spin is 
the origin of the Yang-Mills fields and the Planck constant 
ch.aracterizes the strength of interactions. We should not in
troduce a special constant of interaction because in the case 
of non-abelian gauge group there is no gauge:-invariant con
serving quantity like the electric charge in electrodynamics. 

Now it is natural t~ put forward the idea that in the 
realm of the strong interactions spacetime geometrically can 
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be represented as a one-sheeted hyperboloid 

(xo)2 _ (xI )2 _ (x2)2 _ (x3)2 _ (x4)2 = -a2, 

in the 5d Minkowski spacetime. Here a is a constant 
which can be interpreted geometrically as the radius of 3-
dimensional sphere, considered here as a space section,, and 
physically as the size of regio·n of quark ~onfinement. We 
here treat the quark as a pointlike particle in the space of 
constant positive curvature 8 3. For comparison of leptons 
and quarks we note that free motion of the electron is rep~ 
resented as a straight line in the Euclidean usual space and 
free motion of the quark is a circumference on the 3d sphere. 
This correlation between leptons and quarks will be .contin
ued with an example of the Coulomb law for these objects~ 
As it is well known, the electron Coulomb potential 

e .. 
ef>e(r) = -

r 

is the fundamental solution of the Laplace equation 6.¢ = 
div grad¢ = o. In accordance with our conjecture the 
Coulomb potential for quarks can be derived as follows. Con
sider the stereographic projection 8 3 from point (0,0,0,-a) on 
the sphere x 2 + y2 + z 2 < a2 : · 

x 1 = f x, x2 = fy, x3 = f z, x4 = a(l - J), 

where f = 2a/(a2 + r 2). Then, it follows that the element of 
length on the 3d sphere can be represented in the form 

ds 2 = f 2
( dx 2 + dy2 + dz 2

) 

and hence the Laplace equation o:ri S3 can be written as 
follows 

6.¢ = f-3div(fgrad ¢) = 0. 

5 



We look for the solution to this equation that is invariant 
under the transformation group SO(3) with generators 

1 a 2 a a a 
X 8x2 - X 8xl = X 8y - y 8x' etc. 

This subgroup of the SO( 4) group is determined by fixing 
the point (0, 0, 0, -a). Let 

¢ = 1!d¢_ 
r dr 

Since 

·•. I::::.¢= 1-3(r d'lj; + 3¢) = r-21-3!!_(r3'1/J), 
· dr dr 

then r 3¢ = C1 = constant. Thus,. 

dcp a2 + r 2 1 1 
- =c1-- = c1(-+-) dr 2a2r 2 2r2 · 2a2 

and hence 

c/>q = c1(- 21r + 2:2) + c2. (8) 

Generally speaking, expression (8) we have derived coincides 
with the well-known Cornell potential [I],[2]. If we demand 
that c/>e (a) = c/>q (a), then c2 = e / a and the Coulomb law for 
quarks has the form 

I r e 
c/>q(r) = q(2r - 2a) + ~' (9) 

where q is the quark charge. From this consideration it fol
lows that equations ( 4)-(6) can be considered as basic equa
tions for quarks in the new geometrical framework described 
shortly above. 
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4 Conclusion 

Let us summarize the results obtained and the problem to be 
solved. Now we can really avoid the introduction of mysteri
ous and artificial concept of "isotopic space" in the realm of 
high energy physics if the spin is really a fundamental con
cept. It is shown that the interquark potential expresses the 
Coulomb law for quarks and, in fact, coincides with the well
known Cornell potential that was first very successfully used 
by the Cornell group. At large a, when a -t oo, from the 
theory of quarks one can deduce the theory of electrons but 
with electrons evident_ly deconfined, because in this case the 
region of confinement is the 3d Euclidean space. Thus, the 
symmetry between quarks and leptons has a natural expla
nation. Equation (9) can also be considE:red as a modifica
tion of the Coulomb law on short distances. Wave equations 
( 4)-(6) describe not only the spin but the fine structure of 
the hydrogen atom. This is not surprising because of the 
connection with the Dirac equation. It is of some interest 
represent that solutions may be written explicitly by using 
only spherical vector harmonics. In the context of quark hy
pothesis it is very important to investigate equations ( 4)-(6) 
for the case of 3d sphere in more detail. Much has to be 
done, but the problem is worth efforts as many interesting 
applications become possible. 
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